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PUBLISHER’S PREFACE
Anyone who has studied the work of W. D. Gann for an extended time, particularly

ww

on the deeper levels and through the inside teachings, will have become aware

that there are a number of quite different approaches to the study of Gann

w.

Theory. The most exoteric approach looks at his more obvious technical analysis

Co

books and tools, such as his 1/8th divisions, Gann Angles, swing trading systems,
and the like, and perhaps delves a bit into some basic cycle theories.

sm

As the student advances, he begins to explore more advanced scientific and
esoteric concepts, like astronomical theory and its potential influence upon human

oE

trends and events, crossing over into esoteric theories of astrological and
numerological prognostication of future events, or what is more commonly called

n
co

forecasting. As one pushes into these more esoteric theories, only then does one
begin to discover the greater genius that was W. D. Gann.

om

For it is not until one begins to penetrate the veils of Gann’s pedagogical style,
that one is able to enter into the deepest thinking and theories of this most

ic

mysterious of market traders and esoteric scientists. Gann, coming from the

s.c

Ancient Traditionalist school of esoteric thought, was one who believed in the
preservation of the secrecy of the Great Mysteries of Nature.

om

Gann was initiated into the secret traditions of esoteric science that possess an

insight which penetrates far deeper than the impotent scientism and
pseudointellectualism of the materialistic Quacademia (a wonderful and
appropriate term coined by radical Egyptologist, John Anthony West) of today.
Gann respected and protected this Sacred Tradition, and refused to ever openly
reveal, or clearly lay out his deepest ideas, let alone the entire framework of his

iv
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Theory the way a modern scientific thinker or scholar would do. Instead he
communicated his knowledge primarily in two primary ways.
The first was through applied technique, punctuated by brief, summarized
teachings, cryptic texts, and complex rules to follow. Those who know Gann’s most
serious works, his private courses, know that few of them ran longer than 40
pages, and most ran from 3 to 10 pages. These small courses were then combined
into different sets to produce what are now called his “Master Courses”, though

ww

there were many versions of these compilations that Gann produced. Each of
these courses generally presented one specific technique or set of conjoined

w.

tools, or it would address a particular market, providing a suite of tools and

Co

analyses to use on that market.
Gann also wrote a series of excellent financial market books mostly focused on

sm

technical analysis and trading rules and strategy. These present his more
exoteric ideas, but also subtly weave in some of the deeper themes and principles

oE

as well, always leaving a breadcrumb trail of clues for the obsessive seeker. But
these technical tools and applications have always provided a road for the

n
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engineer, trader or scientific type to work with logical mathematical systems and
tools, which could be reverse engineered from Gann’s charts or cryptic

om

explanations in an attempt to recreate Gann’s technology.
The Baumring School is a good example of the approach through the reverse

ic

engineering of the scientific system of the Law of Vibration. It studies the

s.c

foundational sciences of Gann’s day, then interprets Gann’s tools, forecasts,
charts, models and writings as hints towards a larger mathematical, geometrical,

om

astronomical system, the entire mechanics of which is attempted to be worked
out, from cause to effect.

The second approach is almost diametrically opposed to the first. In this school,
it is clearly understood that Gann intentionally and methodically veiled and
encoded his greatest secrets into some of his specific Key works, using a symbolic
system of references, or actual cryptology itself.
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To do so, Gann used astronomical, astrological, cryptological, numerological,
Kabalistic and Masonic techniques and codes to veil and hide his secrets in his
two strangest books, The Tunnel Thru the Air, a seemingly sappy romance novel,
based upon a 1920’s sci-fi world war theme, and The Magic Word, an otherwise
uninteresting collection of Bible quotes on health, life and the like, illustrated
with a handful of symbolic illustrations.
It has become understood after a century of people exploring Gann’s work that

ww

these codes DO exist in his texts, and with the advent of the Internet, there
developed a new interest in decoding these works with some online collaborations.

w.

A few serious groups developed and disbanded over the years, generally making

Co

this study better known than in the past and taking it to a higher level than had
generally been accomplished before this time.
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Main stream thinkers and scholars would be shocked to learn that one of the
greatest thinkers in a related field, let’s call it Economics or Finance, would work

oE

incredibly hard to make his work as impenetrable to the common thinker and
reader as possible. Quacademia, itself, has no actual category or field of study

n
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for “forecasting and trading the financial markets”.
The reason for this is that Quacademia and the scientific and economic

om

communities in general consider all market movements to be random and
unpredictable. So how can they have a class or program on what they acknowledge

ic

they have total ignorance of? Obviously, they cannot, which explains why there

s.c

are NO courses on market trading or forecasting in ANY university in the world.
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This helps to explain why Gann, probably the greatest expert in this field the
world has known, refused to share his ideas and insights with anyone that did not
“prove themselves worthy” to obtain them. Such proving required a combination
of extraordinary efforts at study to an unusual level of scholarship within
abstract fields that most people have never heard of, let alone mastered.
These fields range from chemistry, to astronomy, Biblical knowledge, to
familiarity with the mathematics, geometry and sciences of Ancient Civilizations
from Babylon, to Egypt, to India, Israel and more… It requires the mastery of
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secret systems of coding and symbolic representation, like Kabalah, Astrology,
Alchemy, and numerology.
This wisdom rests upon obscure principles and systems arising out of the
Pythagorean Quadrivium, tracing its roots back to the Ancient Egyptian Temple,
where Pythagoras studied for 22 years, and to ancient India, where Gann’s
obscure calculators, like the Square of Nine, originate.
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And not only does it require a mastery of these esoteric subjects, but it further
requires a particular type of mind that has an obsession for details, almost like
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an OCD for intellectual clues, trails, threads and leads of ANY kind in ANY place,
combined with a knack for solving complex, multi-dimensional puzzles.
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It requires a massive effort to learn to be able just to find and recognizing the
clues, let alone to read and interpret them. But when this interpretation is done,
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it reveals a secondary line of content, or perhaps more of a system knowledge,
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that is woven as a sub-template to the overriding text.
This decoding process leads to a specific kind of information relating to cyclical

n
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phenomena, including special cycle lengths, start and end dates, phasing, and so
much more. Through symbolic decoding, these seekers weave together tapestry

om

of numeric/astro/market meaning from 1000’s of hidden threads, in the hope of
leading to a grand revelation of Gann’s greatest secrets! It is the ultimate

ic

scavenger hunt, digging for tiny clues within massive realms of knowledge,
numerous traditions, multiple languages, and a plethora of scientific and

s.c

metaphysical systems.
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It is the kind of work that would drive 95% of people stark-raving mad after a
few weeks of work. As such, this hidden secret of Gann’s has remained hidden to
all but a very few honest, hard-working seekers with the perseverance to keep
at the task without quitting, and the perspicuity to see thru the veil to what was
carefully hidden.
Our author, Robert Rundle, is one of those few, rare and unusual people who
possesses both these requirements, the perseverance to keep at this job for 19
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years, and perspicuity to find answers and break codes where others see only a
silly story and a bunch of random Bible quotes.
This knowledge is truly “for those with eyes to see…” as they say… and you now
have the opportunity to have the veil lifted for yourself, so that you too can see…
On a final technical note, this book comes with software and some other charts
and documents which should have been emailed to you. Contact me if you did not

ww

receive them. Also, membership in an Online Research Forum with the author is
included, so if you have not received your registration information, contact me

w.

for that also…

Co

William Bradstreet Stewart
1 June 2018, Santa Barbara, CA
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FOREWORD
I write this book digging further into secrets from my Akashic Records as a

ww

matter of urgency before I forget anymore. It is a long road, full of perilous
deep holes that leads to the heart of universal knowledge. I can tell you how to

w.

negotiate this path and show you the secret gateway that only opens inward and
closes tightly behind you.

Co

It has been a great learning experience for me to look back at this information

sm

and justify the processes to the point where myself, the reader, and Mr Gann
would be satisfied. It has been 90 years since Mr Gann first presented these
90th anniversary.

oE

ideas to be critiqued, and I sincerely hope my evaluation does him proud on this
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I plan to instruct the reader further on interpreting esoteric literature, and
there will be something for those who are convinced Gann did not use Astrology…

om

It would be wrong for me to say, “Nothing Is What It Seems”, but you almost
have to take this approach to get to the truth. Gann has interwoven layers of
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numbers, esoterica, zodiac positions, calendar dates, cycles, events thru history,

s.c

and Bible records to a point where most readers see what he is doing but haven’t
a clue how to extract the information…

om

Just like in The Bible, Gann uses simple wordplay and simple mathematics to hide
the truth from fools. There are a few gems at simple face value, but all the good
stuff is deeply hidden, for which he rewards you well for your efforts. Every
number and every word, every character, and every place is carefully placed for
very good reasons.
There are so many layers, so many wheels within wheels, I sincerely doubt if we
will ever really find them all. Gann was a genius. Everyone enters the Gann path
as a trader, looking for a simple low risk, high profit trading system to get rich
ix
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quick. But once you understand what Gann is about, you will see that he is just so
much more than that.
I would like to sincerely apologise to friends, valued colleagues and the reader
for not sharing this knowledge many years earlier, but that silly ideology of
bygone times to ‘Never Reveal the Secrets’, always got in the way.
I have lost and forgotten these Secrets over my lifetime so many times, only to

ww

re-discover them again. This series of books is my recollection put to paper, so it
will never be lost again.

w.

Gann’s term ‘Natural Law’ refers to the phenomenon of ‘The Law of Vibration’
governing ‘Mass Human Behaviour’. We analyze this behavior by overlaying these
relationships.
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results onto a high-volume stock market instrument and then look for
I do not take credit for the Master’s works. If an author of a Great Work has
the messenger.

oE

revealed a truth, I give him credit for it – where the author is known. I am just
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Do not despair if you have trouble understanding this content on your first read.
There is a lifetime’s work compressed into this book. You too would be a genius

om

like Gann if you understand all of it on your first reading.
Tribute “My object will have been accomplished and I will have my reward. W.D.

s.c
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GANN.”

Ok, here goes, turn off your Cognitive Dissonance, forget everything you’ve been

om

taught about Mr. Gann, and let’s drop some bombs…

*Robert Rundle, 10th August 2017, when the Sun is at 17Leo11’
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Shakespeare’s Sonnets
Next, let’s take a short diversion to further justify my processes. When you start
asking yourself of Gann “How is all this Possible?”, and you wonder whether could
really be true that knowledge is hidden using such methodologies, go and look at the

ww

Title Page for Shakespeare’s 1609 book of Shakespeare’s Sonnets.
The following image shows, on the left, the full title page from the Sonnets, and on

w.

the right is a mathematical analysis of the bottom third of the page, which we will
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examine in this section.
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Researcher, Alan Green (http://www.tobeornottobe.org/math ) in his YouTube video:
BARDCODE: Sonnets Preview: (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xHiad18ZwcY)
presents a wonderful analysis of how Shakespeare, on the Title Page of his 1609
book, SHAKE-SPEARES SONNETS, encoded into the structure of the page 12
hidden Mathematical Constants, some of which were not even discover until
centuries later! We all know Shakespeare as a much-loved literary genius of old,
perhaps the greatest literary genius of the past, but now a mathematical genius as
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well? Let’s look at the facts…
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Examination of the Title Page at first shows two oddly positioned, uncentred
Horizontal Lines, and the punctuation full-stop periods at some points seem a little
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Jesus Christ and the Christogram “ICXC”
In Eastern Orthodox Christianity, the widely used Christogram is a four-letter
abbreviation, ΙϹ ΧϹ — a traditional abbreviation of the Greek words for "Jesus
Christ", i.e. the first and last letters of each of the words "ΙΗϹΟΥϹ ΧΡΙϹΤΟϹ".
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On Orthodox Christian icons, this Christogram may be split: "ΙϹ" on the left of the
image and "ΧϹ" on the right. It is sometimes presented as "ΙϹ ΧϹ ΝΙΚΑ", meaning

w.

"Jesus Christ Conquers." "ΙϹΧϹ" may also be seen inscribed on the Ichthys, and JC’s
right hand is shown in a pose where his fingers bend and cross to form the letters

Co

ΙϹ, Χ, and Ϲ., similar to the “OK” hand gesture that many now associate with the
Illuminati. But to me it simply means a circle “O” for a full cycle (365), plus 3 Fingers
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(days).
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